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ABSTRACT
Relative positions are recent solutions to overcome the limited accuracy of GPS in urban environment.
Vehicle positions obtained using V2I communication are more accurate because the known roadside unit
(RSU) locations help predict errors in measurements over time. The accuracy of vehicle positions depends
more on the number of RSUs; however, the high installation cost limits the use of this approach. It also
depends on nonlinear localization nature. They were neglected in several research papers. In these studies,
the accumulated errors increased with time due to the linearity localization problem. In the present study,
a cooperative localization method based on V2I communication and distance information in vehicular
networks is proposed for improving the estimates of vehicles’ initial positions. This method assumes that
the virtual RSUs based on mobility measurements help reduce installation costs and facilitate in handling
fault environments. The extended Kalman filter algorithm is a well-known estimator in nonlinear problem,
but it requires well initial vehicle position vector and adaptive noise in measurements. Using the proposed
method, vehicles’ initial positions can be estimated accurately. The experimental results confirm that the
proposed method has superior accuracy than existing methods, giving a root mean square error of
approximately 1 m. In addition, it is shown that virtual RSUs can assist in estimating initial positions in
fault environments.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, transportation problems, including accidents and traffic jams, affect people’s lives in
many ways. Intelligent transportation systems (ITSs) can help to overcome such problems by
utilizing wireless communication between roadside units (RSUs) and onboard units (OBUs) that
are attached to vehicles, or by utilizing wireless communication between vehicles, to provide
services to drivers and passengers [1]. However, the multipath effect, the non-line-of-sight
conditions, and the presence of obstacles reduce the degree of certainty in the associated
measurements and reduce the signal strength. Therefore, range measurement methods are
characterized by a large degree of uncertainty, and there is a greater need to adapt parameters
such as the path exponent and noise parameters. A limited number of smart sensor nodes, i.e.,
inertial navigation systems (INSs), which include accelerometers, gyroscopes, compasses, and
odometers [2], are attached to vehicles to measure their speeds and directions. The accuracy of
such measurements is closely related to the cost of the sensors, which means that the price of
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vehicles is continuously high. The position of a vehicle is a vital element in most (ITSs) and is
required to be known so that messages and services can be delivered accurately. GPS systems are
a well-known type of absolute positioning system whose accuracy is limited to around 20 to 30 m
because of the non-line-of-sight problem and the presence of obstacles [3, 4]. In [5], the authors
enhanced the quality of service provided by the greedy perimeter stateless routing protocol
(GPSR). The quality of the GPSR depends on the accuracy of the GPS positions. They used a
Kalman filter GPSR (KF-GPSR) to improve the accuracy of the GPS positions. This led to an
enhanced packet delivery ratio and reduced overheads, meaning that the KF-GPSR outperformed
the standard GPSR protocol. Kinematic modeling or dead reckoning calculates positions based on
measurements that are obtained from INSs. The final position within each time interval is
updated based on the speed and direction of the vehicle as follows [6]:

(1)
.
Here,

and

are the coordinates of the vehicle position at the current time k;

(2)
and

are

the initial coordinates at the initial time k0;
is the velocity at the time step i; and
is the
direction of motion of the vehicle at time i. Any inaccuracy in the final position causes errors to
accumulate over time. Some researchers have combined two existing techniques to improve the
position accuracy. INS and GPS systems are used together to measure positions in urban or
tunnel environments. Data fusion algorithms are then used to enhance these measurements.
However, this still does not provide a good enough solution over long periods due to the highly
dynamic nature of the network topology, inaccuracy initial position, noise in measurements and
nonlinearity of the problem [7, 8]. Cooperative localization is an alternative positioning method
that can be used by GPS systems and standalone INS/GPS systems. This method provides
relative positions using V2V or V2I communication. It introduces another source of collected
measurement to increase the opportunity to obtain well accurate measurements. A V2V
communication system can be used to improve the GPS positions, but the noisy environment can
still affect the accuracy. A V2I communication system can be used to estimate initial positions,
which increases the chance of obtaining more measurements that are accurate and predicting the
errors in position [9]. The large distance to RSUs and the number of RSUs have a significant
effect on the position accuracy and on attempts to convert the nonlinear problem to a linear one.
In [10], the authors used V2I and V2V communication approaches. V2I communication was used
to obtain initial vehicle positions by applying the cosine rule. The Kalman filter was then used to
increase the accuracy of the initial positions. V2V communication was used to update the vehicle
positions based on measurements of relative motion. The use of these methods did not achieve
acceptable results because the position accuracy was closely related to the amount of uncertainty
in the collected measurements and the errors accumulated over time. Data fusion algorithms such
as the Kalman filter and its variations, the particle filter algorithm, least square errors, and the
double difference method are used extensively with cooperative localization and object tracking
problems to reduce these accumulated errors [11, 12]. The localization problem is nonlinear by
nature. Linearization of this problem can lead to a loss of information and thus have an impact on
the accuracy. Data fusion algorithms are more sensitive to initial vehicle position and adaptive
noise in measurements. In [13], authors used GPS/INS standalone systems to trace the
autonomous vehicle way. This vehicle was equipped with two GPS receivers and INS (i.e. an
attempt to get more measurements). The authors used singular value decomposition method to
adapt noise covariance matrix in extended Kalman filter algorithms. However, the position
accuracy is acceptable to short period time. The degrading performance of GPS and errors to be
accumulate over time, the position accuracy was more negative affected. In this paper, a
cooperative localization method based on V2I communication and distance information from
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vehicular networks is proposed in which the initial vehicle positions are estimated using a general
formula for the intersection of two circles [14]. The initial positions are estimated from RSU
locations and distance information. The use of the intersection formula gives more accurate initial
positions than updating the positions based on the uncertainty in measurements of the motion as
in a kinematic model. Using the intersection method, the vertical distance intersect on road width
at point can be determined precisely. Therefore, increased road width help drawing straight line
intersect at specified point. In addition, the use of the general formula for intersecting points is
not restricted to linear motion models or linear network topology; the formula can also be applied
to other models of motion; e.g., models of vehicles moving on square roads and through
intersections. Vehicles can also change lanes without any effect on the position accuracy. If an
RSU fails, the formula for the intersection of two circles cannot be applied; in this situation, a
virtual RSU is used to replace the failed RSU. The position of the virtual RSU is estimated based
on measurements of the vehicle’s motion and the location of an active RSU. This ensures that the
virtual RSU’s location is in the same direction relative to the moving vehicle and, therefore,
allows continued use of the formula for the intersection of two circles to estimate the intersection
point, thus improving the measurement accuracy. Furthermore, the use of virtual RSUs helps to
reduce the cost of deploying RSUs on the road. To overcome the synchronization problem, noise
in radio measurement and deal with the nonlinear problems, an extended Kalman filter (EKF) can
be used to reduce inaccuracies in the distance measurements and reduce the accumulated errors.
The experimental results show that the proposed method gives a position accuracy of nearly 1 m,
which is better than that obtained using other cooperative localization methods, for which the
obtained accuracies were 13, 9, and 6 m [10, 21, 25], respectively.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 explains the related works with their
advantages and disadvantages. Section 3 presents the proposed cooperative localization method.
Section 4 provides the experimental results. Section 5 provides discussion and analysis to the
experimental results. Section 6 outlines the proposed cooperative localization method based on
distance information and explains the directions for future works.

2. RELATED STUDIES
Cooperative localization methods can be divided into GPS free localization (i.e., V2I
communication) and V2V cooperative localization methods. The accuracy of positions
determined using V2I communication increases with the number of roadside units, the road
width, and the distance to the RSU. If the distance to the RSU is large and the road is wide, the
RSU and the vehicle will lie nearly on the same line. Almost all related studies, it is assumed that
there is a large number of configured RSUs, or at least four received beacon messages from
RSUs are used to estimate vehicle positions. Overhead in communication and uncertainty in the
measurements reduce the position accuracy. In [15], the authors used V2I communication and the
weighted least square error method to estimate initial positions based on minimizing the errors in
the distance measurements. This required at least three messages from individual RSU to be
received. Vehicles have a fixed speed; therefore, the distance traveled in a given length of time is
fixed. In highly dynamic environments, however, it is difficult to follow the changing rate in spite
of various speed and distance, and the effect of the uncertainty in measurements is greater. In
addition, localization is an inherently nonlinear problem. In [16], the authors proposed a free GPS
localization algorithm based on a single RSU and the use of the angle of arrival (AOA) signal
range method. The vehicle’s position was estimated using the weighted least square error method.
The aim was to minimize the error between the AOA and the estimated angle using equation (6).
The authors proposed equation (3) to determine the intersection point,
. This required to
keep the values of the vehicle’s speed, direction, and distance to the RSU correctly updated and
thus to determine the direction of the received signal.
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,
Where

(3)

is the direction in which the vehicle is heading, which is given by

,

(4)

And
.

(5)

is the assumed difference between vehicle’s x - coordinate and the RSU’s x – coordinate. It is
measured from difference in y coordinates that will be shared with point that is determined by
vehicle’s mobility parameters.
and
are the coordinates of the RSU, and xv(tk) and yv(tk) are
the vehicle’s coordinates at time . The calculated angle
gives the estimated direction of the
received signal from the RSU without using multiple smart antennas.
was estimated as
(6)
Each vehicle was equipped with a multiple smart antennas to estimate the different values of the
AOA. After this, the MUSIC algorithm was used to minimize the signal noise and obtain the
most appropriate value of the AOA [17]. The difference between the AOA and the estimated
angle
was minimized using the least square error methods to find the position of the vehicle.
The AOA range method is more robust and produces smaller measurements errors; however, the
errors can still increase over time and lead to greater uncertainty in the measurements. In [18] the
authors proposed an RSU/INS-aided localization system in which each vehicle receives the
distance measurements as messages from RSU in one queue. Second queue is used to provide
new position estimates based on the INS system. Each vehicle receives at least four messages.
Vehicle estimate their initial positions using the least squares method to minimize the errors in
the distance and position. A Kalman filter is then applied to improve the position estimates, and
the position accuracy is closely related to the accuracy of the initial position. Again, errors
accumulate over time because of the nonlinear nature of the problem. In [19], the authors
proposed an RSU-based localization schema method. In this method, the vehicle receives at least
two messages from each of two RSUs, one on each side of the road, and the vehicle position is
determined as being the point where the ranges of the two transmissions intersect. The choice of
whether to use the forward or backward intersection point is determined by the direction of the
received signal. In the case of failure of one of the RSUs, a second-order equation is used to find
the position based on the distance to the currently active RSU, the previous distance, and the
previous position of the target vehicle. The point intersection method proved to be more effective
in linear vehicle mobility model and high certainty degree of distance measurement. The authors
assumed that large numbers of RSUs were placed on both roadsides. As the distance between the
RSU’s is equal to the transmission range, the cost of this set-up is high. In addition, errors can
accumulate as result of the failure of RSUs and because data fusion is not included in this
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method. In [20], the authors used different sources of information to localize the vehicle position:
TOA measurements, INS system and map data. Kinematic model parameters were obtained by
inertial navigation frame that attached to a vehicle. The INS’s mobility measurement was adapted
by TOA measurements upon receiving the messages from single RSU (i.e. position was updated
by distance measurement). These measurements were fused to EKF algorithm. After that, the
position was bounded to selected road boundary. The accuracy of selected road segment or line
segment method depended on the accuracy of digital map data. It was known that the accuracy of
EKF depended on the initial position and noise covariance matrix. Different sources of
measurements had limited accuracy over time. Accumulated errors increased over passed time.
Cooperative localization based on V2V communication solves the problem of having to deploy a
large number of RSUs and considers another source of exchanging motion measurements. It also
takes into account the multipath effect, the signal noise, obstacles, and the density of the network.
The position accuracy increases as the number of neighboring vehicles moving in the same
direction as the target vehicle increases. In all related studies, data fusion algorithms have been
used to handle the nonlinearity problem and signal noise. However, the acceptable position
accuracy levels are not enough. There is a direct relation between the uncertainty in measurement
and position accuracy. In [21], the authors used GPS/INS systems to obtain the initial positions.
The EKF was then used to linearize the distance function and the polar coordinates that were
estimated by the kinematic model; this also reduced the accumulated error. The EKF is closely
related to the initial parameters and adjusted noise in measurement and process. It is known that
the performance of GPSs in urban environment is limited, and INS system is benefit to small
period. The uncertainty in the measurements is produced by the range measurements techniques.
Therefore, the position accuracy increases as the number of neighbors moving in the same
direction increases. This is difficult to achieve in the case of highways and high-error urban
environments. In [22], the authors introduced the inter-vehicle communication-assisted
localization (IVCAL) algorithm. This algorithm uses more than one data fusion algorithm to
reduce the multipath effect and excludes the neighboring measurements that are more seriously
affected by the multipath effect; a neural network model is used to determine which neighbors are
most affected. The Nelder and Mead algorithm and the Kalman filter are used together to
estimate the final position and to reduce errors in measurement. The IVCAL requires a lot of
computation time, which means that, it is not suitable for application in safety-critical situations.
In [23] the authors proposed a constrained weighting scheme named inter-vehicle
communication-assisted localization (CWS–IVCAL), which is an extension of the IVCAL
algorithm. This algorithm uses the weight factor to measure the degree of certainty in the distance
measurements, and the weighted centroid method is used to determine the final position. The use
of the weight factor helps to improve the accuracy of the estimated position. The CWS–IVCAL
algorithm outperformed the IVCAL in urban areas, but the position accuracy was more seriously
affected by distance errors. In [24], the use of the vehicle location improved algorithm (VLOCI)
was proposed. In this algorithm, a weight factor is used to give the nearest neighbor more weight.
The weight is calculated as the inverse of the distance or as the exponential function of the
distance parameter, and the position is estimated by the weighted centroid method. In this paper,
the authors dealt with localization as a linear problem but used an unrealistic static network. In
[25], a cooperative vehicle localization improvement using distance information (COVALID)
algorithm was proposed. This algorithm is an improved version of the VANET location improved
algorithm (VLOCI) and uses the weighted centroid method to estimate the final position; the
target vehicle assigns a weight to each neighbor based on the measured distance. The use of both
a GPS and INS is required to obtain the initial position, and the difference in the distances
measured by the two systems is determined. The rules for similar triangles are then used to search
for neighbors that lie on the same line or have a linear relationship with the target vehicle. The
position determined by the GPS is then updated by applying the kinematic equations using the
difference between the distances measured by the INS and GPS. The COVALID algorithm was
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found to reduce the error in the locations determined by the GPS by 63%; this is still not good
enough for determining the linear relationship between neighboring vehicles, particularly in the
case of highways. The uncertainty in the distance between neighbors also affects the degree of
similarity. They give constant weight for each neighbor based on different distance ranges.
Constant weights do not describe well neighbors in uncertainty in measurements and therefore
they may lead to coordinate system outside network area. In [26], the authors proposed the use of
a localization algorithm to solve the GPS non-line-of-sight problem. In this study, errors in
measurements were minimized by weighted each vehicle neighbor based on received signal
strength (RSSI) and signal to noise ratio (SINR).GPS, RSSI and SINR measurements were fused
together to EKF algorithm enhance the vehicle position. Therefore, the position accuracy were
related with number of neighbors and certainty degree in measurements.

3. THE PROPOSED COOPERATIVE LOCALIZATION METHOD
The proposed cooperative localization method is based on V2I communication and distance
information. It aims to remove the problems encountered when installs a large number of RSUs
and provides continued estimates of vehicle positions in error environments. In addition, the
nonlinear localization problem is dealt with, and the improved initial states produce better results
than those obtained using the EKF. The proposed method is based on the idea of estimating
virtual RSUs. Inactive RSUs are substituted by virtual ones so that continuous estimates of
vehicle positions can be provided to solve the problem of having a large number of RSUs. The
initial positions are determined accurately using mathematical equations. The general equation
for the intersection of two circles is a powerful method of calculating expected vehicle positions
based on distances and the fixed locations of RSUs [14]. The use of the EKF also reduces the
uncertainty in the measurements and permits linearization of the distance function. The proposed
method consists of the following steps.
3.1. V2I Communication
As shown in figure 1, V2I communication is first used to estimate the initial position based on the
intersection method. There are two RSUs—one on each side of the road. The transmission range
of the RSUs is twice that of the vehicles’. Each RSU sends out messages periodically. These
messages include the position of each RSU, its identification number and the time of sending. To
avoid packet loss, the interval between messages can be adjusted by setting a jitter time randomly
between 0 and 1:
Time interval = time interval + jitter time

(7)

Therefore, the risk of packet loss can be reduced and the number of received messages can be
increased. In figure 1, vehicle i receives messages from both RSUs and the identification number,
distance, and time of receipt for each packet.
3.2. Estimating the Vehicle Position
After receiving the messages from the RSUs, the vehicle estimates its own position using the
intersection method [14]. The two RSUs are located at fixed position and have the same y
coordinates but different x-coordinates, the difference between the x-coordinates being equal to
the road width. Each vehicle estimates the distance between itself and the RSUs based on the
time of arrival or receipt of the first signal:
(8)
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Where
is the estimated distance between vehicle i and RSU j (j = 1, 2), c is speed of light (3 ×
108 m/s), and
is the time at which vehicle i receives a message from RSU j. These distances
represent the transmission range of the vehicle. The distance between the two RSUs is equal to
the width of the road,
. This must be less than the sum of the distances between the vehicle
and the two RSUs,
+ , and greater than the absolute difference between them. This condition
means that the vehicle receives messages from both RSUs and is, therefore, within the
transmission range of both RSUs:

Figure 1. Points of intersection between the transmission ranges of two different RSUs

(9)
It is equally likely that the vehicle is located at either of the two possible range intersection
points, whose coordinates are given by

(10)
And
,

(11)

Where j (j = 1, 2) refers to the two possible points of intersection, P1 and P2. The coordinates of
RSU R1 are xR1 and yR1;.
and
represent the difference between the x and y coordinates of
the two RSUs, respectively:
(12)
(13)
(14)
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(15)

Figure 2. The rate of change in two dimensions

Where is equal to x in figure 2, which illustrates the use of the cosine rule. The difference
between the distances is given by y, and adding the distance between the RSUs,
, to measure
x coordinate that equal to road width or cosine rule. is equal to the value of . It finds the
square root for the difference between distances rates and
to measure the
accordance to the
distance. The vehicle i then decides which of points P1 or P2 it is located that is based on the
directions
(16)
And

.

(17)

Here
and
represent the direction or heading of the vehicle. Vehicle i chooses P1 as its
location if
is less than ; it chooses P2 if
is less than
. In this case, it is not necessary
for the distance to the RSUs to be large to guarantee the linearity of the problem because the EKF
linearizes the nonlinear problem.
3.3. Failure of an RSU
Figure 3 illustrates the scenario where one of the RSUs has failed. The failed RSU then becomes
a virtual RSU, and its coordinates are estimated using data about the vehicle’s motion and the
location of the active RSU upon receipt of messages from the active RSU. The vehicle position is
then estimated by intersection method. To satisfy the intersection condition, the y-coordinate of
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the virtual RSU must be equal to the y-coordinate of the active RSU. The x coordinate of the
virtual RSU depends on the changes in the x coordinate with distance and velocity:
(18)

(19)

(20)
And

(21)

Here
are the components of the vehicle’s velocity at time t + 1.
measures the mile in velocity vector; i.e., it gives the vehicle’s heading. If
is large, this
means that there has been a large change in the y-coordinate and a small change in the x
coordinate since the last measurement. The x coordinate of the virtual RSU increases slightly
compared to the x coordinate of the active RSU; the virtual road width is small.
helps to
determine point that spaced from RSU’s x- coordinate in any direction and specified distance
according to last vehicle position. The difference in distances from time (t) to (t+1) is positive or
negative to determine direction of vehicle i.e. forward or backward direction. This difference is
added to estimate changing in vehicle's x coordinate and RSU's x coordinate to measure
horizontal distance from RSU. The value of (
) is equal to one plus the square of
to
increase the horizontal dimension to get more precise location. This allows for an increased road
width but it remains within the network boundary. Once the coordinates of the virtual RSU have
been estimated, the next step is to determine the intersection point as described in subsection 3.2.
Following this, the EKF is applied, as described in the next subsection.

Figure 3. Illustration of a scenario where one RSU has failed
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3.4. Application of the Extended Kalman Filter (EKF)
The EKF is the best method of improving the accuracy of determined positions and solving
nonlinear localization problems [27, 12]. The EKF works by linearizing a nonlinear function
using the partial derivatives. It includes the main steps of the standard Kalman filter—i.e., the
time update or prediction step and the measurement update or correction step. The prediction step
is responsible for estimating the initial state based on the current state and the covariance noise.
The updated measurement step corrects the initial state based on new measurements and the
Kalman gain to obtain the final state, which then becomes the new initial state in the next
prediction step. These steps are repeated until a specified number of iterations or specified
tolerance error threshold is reached. In this paper, the emphasis is on minimizing the error in the
distance; i.e., the Euclidean distance between the RSU and the vehicle.
The prediction step makes use of the initial state vector and the initial covariance matrix. The
previous state vector,
, is equal to the intersection point and the associated measurement
noise,
, as determined from difference between INS measurements to position at time k-1:

(22)
The initial covariance matrix
covariance matrix, and

represents the error in the position vector.

is the initial

(23)
,
is the noise covariance square matrix that follows a Gaussian distribution with a mean of 0
and variance .
The measurement update or correction step starts with the linearization of the function describing
the Euclidean distance function between the vehicle and the two RSUs. This linearization is
performed using a Taylor series expansion; the function f (x, y) is partially differentiated with
respect to its parameters:

i = 1, 2.
(24)
Here
are the vehicle coordinates, and
are the RSU coordinates. The partial
derivatives can be expressed as a Jacobian matrix H with N × 2 dimensions, where N is the
number of RSUs:

(25)
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H=

(26)
The Kalman gain, , represents the relation between the predicted state and the errors in the
measurements given by the two-dimensional matrix R:
(27)
Where
is the initial covariance matrix, is the Jacobian matrix, and R is the noise covariance
matrix for the measurements. The noise equals the difference between the two estimated
positions and followed position estimated by the INS measurements (1), (2) plus an error E that
follows a Gaussian distribution with mean 0 and variance :

.

(28)

If the errors in measurements given by R are small, this means that the Kalman gain (K) has a
high value and the initial state will be adjusted primarily by using the updated measurements. If R
is high, the value of K is small. The initial state will then be adjusted primarily by using the
predicted covariance matrix. If the values in the predicted covariance matrix P are small, then the
errors in the measurements can mostly be ignored and the predicted state will be close to the true
position. The final position is obtained by updating the current state, , to the posteriori state
vector,
, as follows:
(29)
Where A is the square identity transition matrix, K is the Kalman gain, Y is new INS’s
measurement and
represents the error in the measurements. The final step is the
updating of current covariance matrix

to give posteriori covariance matrix

:

(30)
Where I is the identity matrix, H is the transition matrix, and
is the previous predicted
covariance matrix at time k.
gives the current predicted state and covariance matrix,
respectively at time k+1that will become priori states in prediction step. The prediction and
update steps are repeated every time the vehicle’s position continues to be updated with each new
measurement. In the section describing the simulations that follows, each vehicle continues to
estimate its position each time it receives messages so that it can get accurate measurements and
make an accurate estimate of its position. The squared errors are estimated at each time, the
position estimates are repeated, and the averages of all the results are taken.
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4. SIMULATED SCENARIOS
In this section, the accuracy to which vehicle positions can be determined using the proposed
cooperative localization method based on V2I communication and distance information is
assessed and a comparison made with the methods described in other related papers [10, 21, 25].
The differences in these methods are mainly concerned with the different ways in which the
initial positions are improved using data fusion algorithms. In [10], the authors used the cosine
rule method to obtain the initial positions. To apply the cosine rule, it is necessary to use different
values of y coordinates for the two RSUs and for the values of the x-coordinates to be similar
because the resulting acute angle and large distance to the RSUs gives a better accuracy for the
estimated position. The Kalman filter is then used to improve the initial vehicle position and
solve the problem of the accumulated errors. In [21], the authors relied on GPS/INS systems to
obtain the initial positions and subsequently update them. It is well known that the accuracy of
GPS systems is limited in urban environments due to the non-line-of-sight problem and the
multipath effect [3, 4]. In addition, the errors associated with INS systems can accumulate with
time. The initial positions were thus improved by applying an EKF based on distance
measurements that were obtained by V2V communication. In [25], the authors used a weighted
centroid method to improve the positions obtained using the GPS and INS, and weight factors
were used to describe the degree of closeness between the target vehicle and its neighbors. The
authors then divided the measured distances into categories, using a fixed weight for each
category. The rules for similar triangles were used to find the neighbor for which the relationship
between the target vehicle and its neighbor was the nearest to being linear. These results were
also improved by applying an EKF algorithm. The performance of the previous methods are
evaluated by applying them to two different scenarios. The first of these concerned a one-way
road in the city of Enlargen where vehicles entered from the same point. The second scenario was
more complex and concerned different roads in the city of KarradaIn where vehicles entered from
different points; the vehicles thus approached from different directions and had different road
coordinates. Each road consisted of a single lane and single direction. For the second scenario,
comparisons were made between the proposed method and the localization methods presented in
[21, 25] to test the dependency of the EKF algorithm on the accuracy of the initial position;
adjustments to the noise were also made during the measurement process. The performance
metric used to measure the position accuracy was the root mean square error (RMSE).
The RMSE measures the difference between a real position, pi, and an estimated position, pi^:

.

(31)

OMNET 5++ is an open source C++ discrete event network simulator. It applies the IEEE
802.11p standard for vehicular networks [28] and consists of different frameworks that allow the
easy development of ad hoc routing protocols such as VEINS [29]. The VEINS framework is a
specialized framework used for translating road traffic networks that are described in XML files.
These road traffic networks are generated by a SUMO framework [30, 31], which is a bidirection coupled program to network simulator. It is a microscopic car-forwarding model, and
consists of a set of programs that enable the creation of road traffic networks. VEINS can be
coupled with SUMO to translate actual road traffic into vehicle speeds, directions, positions, road
identifiers, traffic lights, intersections or junction nodes, etc. to allow easy implementation of
routing protocols. In other words, VEINS provides a client–server model that links OMNET 5++
and SUMO. Table 1 summarizes the simulation parameters that were used in this study.
Vehicular networks follow the IEEE 802.11p standard that is used to support ITSs, and a
lognormal shadowing propagation model with a path exponent of 1.5 is used. The noise in the
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scenarios that were investigated had a Gaussian distribution with a mean of 0 and variance
A
new vehicle entered the roads every 1s. The default mobility model used in SUMO applications
is the Krauss model, which is a car-following mobility model that describes the behavior of a
following vehicle based on the behavior of the vehicle in front. The simulation time used was 60
s, and an average of the results was taken at the end of each simulation. Each scenario was run
five times, and averages were again taken.
Table 1. Simulation parameters
Parameter
IEEE standard
Number of vehicles
Propagation model
Mobility model
Pause time
Acceleration

Value
802.11p standard
1 vehicle/s
Lognormal shadowing
Krauss
1s
2.6 m/s2

4.1. Scenario 1
In the Enlargen scenario, RSUs were placed on each side of the road at coordinates (0, 1500) and
(12, 1500) to test the proposed localization method. They were placed at (600, 10) and (400, 800)
in the test of the cooperative localization method based on V2I communication, KF, and V2V
communication (V2I + KF + V2V) described in [10]. The network area used was equal to 2500 m
× 2500 m. Figure 4 shows the values of the RMSE at six nodes obtained during the simulation.
The position errors obtained using the proposed method is the smallest at approximately 1 m for
all six nodes. In the test of the V2I + KF + V2V method, the authors used V2I communication,
the cosine rule, V2V communication, and the Kalman filter to improve the initial position
estimates and to reduce the accumulated errors. However, the accuracy is nearly 13 m, this
method gave the least accuracy among the methods tested. The accumulated errors increase with
time and the nature of localization is nonlinear. The KF algorithm is more sensitive to the initial
state, the noise, and the measurement covariance matrix. In addition, because of lane changes,
vehicle position is estimated by cosine rule, these angles may have to be calculated using the sine
rule to get better initial position state. One advantage of the proposed method is that a general
formula for the intersection point is used to make good estimates of initial positions; these are
then improved by applying the EKF algorithm. In [25], which describes the use of the centroid +
EKF method, the authors used the weighted centroid method to estimate positions and the rules
for similar triangles to find the neighbor that lies on the same line; however, the results here show
that this produces higher errors than the GPS/INS +EKF method [21]. Again, this is because of
the errors that accumulate during the simulation, the way of obtained initial positions and the use
of constant weight factors. In [20, 24], two methods use the same source of measurement GPS
and INS. The weight factors did not differeinate well between neighbors. Figure 5 shows the
position accuracies obtained using the different methods at different velocities ranging from 70
km/h to 120 km/h. The errors for the proposed method are the smallest and are less affected by
the speed. This demonstrates the benefit of using a virtual RSU to make continued estimates of
vehicle positions within the error environment and the use of the general formula for the
intersection of two circles to effectively increase with the road width. In addition, the nonlinear
relationships are handled by the EKF without much loss of information. For the V2I + KF + V2V
cooperative localization method, the greatest position errors occur at a speed 90 km/h; for other
speeds, the errors are almost as large. It thus appears that the use of V2V communication does not
reduce the accumulated errors because increasing uncertainty measurements upon high dynamic
network mobility and the unsuitability of the cosine rule. The values of the RMSE for the
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centroid +EKF and the GPS/INS + EKF methods are similar at a speed of 90 km/h and less
different at other velocities because we assume less error in distance measurement. In addition,
the probability of finding neighbors that is moving in the same direction increases. At the end of
first scenario, the ways for obtained initial position play significant effect during the simulation
run. The effect of data fusion algorithms are limited due to initial state and noise covariance
matrix.

Figure 4. Root mean square error for a distance error of 0.5 m

Figure 5. Root mean square error at different velocities and 0.5 distance errors
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4.2. Scenario 2
The KarradaIn scenario involved a more complex dataset where vehicles traveled in different
directions and entered at different points; there were also large differences between the
coordinate systems for each road. This second scenario was used to investigate the ability of the
EKF to reduce the accumulated errors and to determine its sensitivity to the adapted noise
covariance matrix. Different speeds and different sizes of error in the distance measurements
were used in the experiment. Again, the position accuracy was measured in terms of the RMSE.
One RSU was sited at position (1000, 3000) and one at (700, 3000) in proposed method. The
width of the road was 300 m larger than that used in the first scenario. The noise had a Gaussian
distribution with a mean of 0 and a variance of . Figure 6 shows the estimated RMSE for a
scenario involving six vehicles and a distance error of 0.5 m. It can be seen that, for the proposed
method, the RMSE is almost the same at all of the nodes. The application of the general
intersection formula produces small errors at large road width. The RMSEs for the GPS/INS +
EKF method are greater than for the centroid + EKF method. Again, this is due to the uncertainty
in the angles and speeds measured by the INS, as an INS is only accurate over short periods. The
results for the centroid +EKF method demonstrate the advantages of applying the similar triangle
rules to find more neighbors that have a linear relationship with the target vehicle. Figure 7 shows
the RMSE results obtained for different speeds, also for a distance error of 0.5 m. In the case of
the proposed method, increasing the speed does not appear to affect the accuracy of the position;
again, this is because of the accuracy of the initial vehicle positions and the use of the virtual
RSU estimation method. The greatest error in the position—nearly 1 m—occurs at a speed of 80
km/h, which again is because of the lower accumulated errors that result from the use of a virtual
RSU and the increase in the virtual road width. At higher speeds, the GPS/INS+EKF method
produces smaller errors than the centroid +EKF method, which increases the probability of
finding neighbors moving in the same direction. The weighted centroid method is more affected
by the weight factors. Figure 8 illustrates the effect of uncertainties in the measurements on the
position accuracy. For all of the cooperative localization methods, the RMSE increases as the
error in the distance increases. This demonstrates the need for using accurate range measurement
techniques, accurate initial position and of the adjusted noise covariance matrix in the EKF.

Figure 6. Root mean square error for a distance error of 0.5 m
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Figure 7. Root mean square error at different speeds for a distance error of 0.5 m

Figure 8. Root mean square error for different sizes of the distance error and a speed of 90 km/h

5. DISCUSSION
The nonlinear nature of localization and measurement uncertainty increase the difficulty of
obtaining accurate vehicle positions. The relative position methods are based on communication
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between a vehicle and RSUs or with neighboring vehicles, is more affected by signal noise and
the errors are accumulated over time. Localization in V2I communication perform better than
V2V communication; the cost of the installed large number of RSU is high. V2V communication
does not involve any costs but requires very accurate measurements. In the GPS/INS + EKF
method [21], the coupled of GPS and INS systems produces positive results over short periods
with some small errors. These errors are accumulated over time. The cost of attached inertial
navigation frame affect the accuracy degree in measurements. EKF algorithms are sensitive to the
noise covariance matrix and initial states. The method proposed in this paper uses fixed RSUs to
help predict errors in the distance measurements. The initial vehicle positions are estimated using
a general formula for the intersection of two circles and this gives more accurate results than
updates derived using a kinematic model. In addition, the use of this general intersection formula
allows different vehicle mobility models to be studied without affecting the position accuracy.
The failure of an RSU affects the availability of position estimates and increases uncertainty in
the measurements. Using a virtual RSU based on motion parameters has a positive impact on the
position accuracy and increases the virtual road width. The application of the general intersection
formula is more effective where the road is wide. In addition, the intersection method depends on
the distance and, therefore, the angle has less impact on the accuracy being limited to determining
whether the signs of the two coordinates are positive or negative. In the V2I + KF + V2V method
[10], the use of two different communication methods does not appear to reduce the accumulation
errors; again, this is because of the range measurement techniques used and the application of the
KF algorithm. The KF algorithm is more applicable to linear problems. The centroid +EKF
method can also be used to estimate vehicle positions. In [25], the rules for similar triangles were
used to find neighboring vehicles with linear relations. However, this is difficult to do because of
the lane changes made by vehicles. The use of fixed weights reduces the position accuracy due to
errors and noise in the measurements. Highly accurate range measurement techniques should be
used that represent high-energy consumption. Attempts are being made to organize the types of
routing communication used in vehicular networks to decrease the uncertainty in measurements.
Weight factors should give a good indicator of closeness degree for every neighboring vehicles
and that can be used as a measure of uncertainty in measurements. This will have the benefit of
increasing the degree of certainty in measurements as the dependence on V2V communication
systems increases because of attempts to reduce the costs associated with building more RSUs.

6. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a cooperative localization method for improving position accuracy based on V2I
communication and distance information was introduced. The proposed method consists of three
steps. First, V2I communication is used to send two messages to each vehicle and to estimate the
distance to each vehicle. Second, good estimates of the vehicle positions are obtained by applying
the general equation for the intersection of two circles. These estimates are further improved by
applying an EKF to reduce the uncertainty in the measurements by linearizing the nonlinear
distance function. In case of the failure of one RSU, a virtual RSU is estimated so that estimates
of the vehicle positions can continue to be made. The experimental results showed that the
proposed method was the most efficient of the methods that were tested. The performance is
approached to 1m approximately. The use of GPS/INS, the cosine rule method and weighted
centroid method did not produce good estimates of the initial positions. Data fusion algorithms
were found to be more sensitive to the initial parameters and noise covariance matrix.
Future works, hybrid communication approach mixes the benefits of using two types of
communications as a way to reduce accumulation error and substitute the high cost deployment
of more roadside units along roads. Usage of high accurate range methods increases certainty
degree of measurements. The multi-hop or clustering routing protocols helps to find neighbour
with high accurate measurement.
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